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SINGLE INTUBATION, MULTI-STITCH ENDOSCOPIC SUTURING SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/471,248, 

5 filed on May 16, 2003, the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.  

TECHNICAL FIELD 

Described embodiments relate to devices and methods for securing together 

tissues of the human body. In particular, embodiments pertain to an endoscopic suturing 

10 system.  

BACKGROUND 

Endoscopic apposition devices are devices that can be used in the body of a 

patient without the need to make an external incision in the patient, the device being 

15 controlled externally of the patient by endoscopic means. The device may comprise a 

sewing or stapling device for use in flexible endoscopy, though it is also applicable to 

devices for use in rigid endoscopy. Such devices have been found to be useful in 

treatments of the digestive system, with the endoscope being inserted through a patient's 

esophagus. In particular, such devices have been found useful in treating gastro

20 esophageal reflux disease (GERD). In a procedure for treating GERD, stitches are placed 

to form tissue plications at the junction of the esophagus and stomach. The minor 

anatomical change resulting from the plication formation appears to relieve the symptoms 

of GERD in some patients.  

Sewing devices of this general type are described in, for example, U. S. Pat. Nos.  

25 5,080,663 and 5,792,153, which are incorporated by reference herein. Those patents 

disclose a sewing device for passing a thread through a tissue portion, which comprises a 

hollow needle movable between a first position in which it is out of the tissue portion and 

a second position in which it passes through the tissue portion, and a thread carrier 

adapted to be attached to the thread and being receivable within the hollow needle. The 

30 sewing device comprises a body, which defines a cavity within which the tissue portion 

can be held by means of suction, and the hollow needle is mounted for movement in the 

body between the first and second positions.
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Two particular embodiments described include a single stitch sewing device, and 

a multiple stitch sewing device. In the single stitch device, the thread carrier is 

transported by the needle through the tissue as the latter passes from its first position to its 

second position. When the needle returns to its first position, the thread carrier is left 

5 behind in the distal end of the sewing capsule. In the multiple stitch device, the same 

procedure occurs, but it is followed by a further step in which the hollow needle travels 

from its first position to its second position, picks up the thread carrier, and returns it. A 

second stitch may be formed during the next step. The whole sequence of steps is 

repeated as many times as may be required to form the desired number of stitches.  

10 After placement of the sutures through the tissue, the suture must be secured 

tightly by knots or by a mechanical locking device. U.S. App. Nos. 10/220,413 ("Suture 

Clips, Delivery Devices and Methods", filed March 13, 2003) and 10/275,534 ("Tissue 

Capturing and Suturing Device and Method", filed November 6, 2002), which are 

incorporated by reference herein in their entirety, disclose mechanical locking devices for 

15 securing a suture in an internal body location that are deliverable by an endoscope. These 

applications correspond to PCT Publication Nos. WO 01/66001 and WO 01/89393, 

respectively. However, due to their large size, these systems require that the endoscope 

be removed from the patient in order for the delivery device to be navigated to the suture 

location.  

20 Minimizing the number of intubations and reducing the procedure time during 

which the patient must be kept under conscious sedation are important considerations in 

any endoscopic procedure. Prior art suturing devices must be withdrawn from the patient 

for each successive stitch made with the single-stitch embodiment. The use of the devices 

is, thus, time consuming, cumbersome and of some risk to the patient due to the multiple 

25 intubations and danger of perforation of the esophagus.  

It would be desirable to provide an endoscopic tissue apposition device that 

addresses or ameliorates one or more shortcomings or disadvantages of prior devices or 

methods or that at least provides a useful alternative thereto.
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SUMMARY 

Some embodiments relate to an endoscopic tissue suturing device comprising: 

a suturing capsule having a tissue suction chamber, needle track and a suture tag 

catch, wherein the suture tag catch is positioned distal to the tissue suction chamber, 

5 a needle slidable in the needle track and along a pathway that passes through the 

tissue suction chamber, the needle comprising a sharpened distal tip to penetrate tissue 

and a suture tag lock on an exterior surface of the needle, and 

a suture tag capturable on the exterior surface of the needle by the suture tag lock 

and that is releasable from the needle into the suture tag catch when the suture tag lock is 

10 released.  

Some embodiments relate to a single intubation multiple stitch endoscopic 

suturing system comprising: 

a suturing capsule releasably securable to a distal end of an endoscope and having 

a needle slidable in a needle track; 

15 a suction chamber for receiving tissue; 

a suture tag joined to a suture and slidable over the needle; 

a selectively releasable suture tag lock on the needle; 

a suture tag catch distal to the suction chamber and configured to frictionally 

engage the suture tag; 

20 a suturing capsule control handle releasably securable to a proximal end of an 

endoscope and comprising at least one longitudinal control member attached to one end 

of a control shaft having at its other end a connection to the needle so that longitudinal 

movement of the control member results in corresponding movement of the needle; 

a suture lock comprising a plug frictionally engageable within a ring to capture a 

25 suture therebetween; 

a suture lock delivery device comprising a shaft having distal and proximal ends 

and having a sufficiently small diameter to be slidably receivable through a working 

channel of an endoscope and sufficient length to extend at least the length of the 

endoscope; 

30 a suture lock carrier at its distal end comprising a cage defined by a plurality of 

arms longitudinally arranged and hinged at their proximal ends; 

a suture cutter slidable on the cage;
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a suture lock delivery device control handle comprising a longitudinal slide for 

actuating a pusher extending through the shaft to push the plug into the ring and advance 

the cage distally relative to the sleeve to open the fingers and release the assembled ring 

and plug.  

5 Some embodiments relate to a method of suturing a plurality of tissue folds, 

comprising: 

providing: 

a suturing capsule having a tissue suction chamber, needle track and a 

suture tag catch, where the suture tag catch is positioned distal to the tissue suction 

10 chamber; 

a needle slidable in the needle track and along a pathway that passes 

through the tissue suction chamber, the needle comprising a sharpened distal tip to 

penetrate tissue and a suture tag lock on an exterior surface of the needle, 

a suture tag releasably secured to and about the needle by the suture tag 

15 lock and that is releasable from the needle into the suture tag catch when the 

suture tag lock is released; and 

a suture attached to the suture tag; 

suctioning a tissue fold into the tissue suction chamber; 

advancing the needle, suture tag and suture into and through the tissue fold; 

20 capturing the suture tag in the suture tag catch; 

releasing the suture tag from the needle; 

retracting the needle through and out of the tissue fold; 

releasing the tissue fold from the tissue suction chamber; 

advancing the needle to the suture tag catch and into the suture tag; 

25 capturing the suture tag on the needle; 

releasing the suture tag from the suture tag catch; 

retracting the needle and attached suture tag to a position proximal to the tissue 

suction chamber; 

advancing the suturing capsule to another area of tissue; 

30 suctioning a tissue fold into the tissue suction chamber;
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advancing the needle, suture tag and suture into and through the tissue fold; 

capturing the suture tag in the suture tag catch; 

releasing the suture tag from the needle; 

retracting the needle through and out of the tissue fold; 

5 releasing the tissue fold from the tissue suction chamber; and 

securing the ends of the suture with a suture clip; 

thereby suturing the tissue folds.  

Some embodiments relate to an endoscopic tissue fastening device comprising: 

a capsule that is transorally insertable into a patient, the capsule having a tissue 

10 suction chamber to capture tissue when a vacuum is applied to the tissue suction chamber; 

a needle that is slidable along a pathway that passes through the tissue suction 

chamber, the needle including a non-detachable sharpened distal tip to penetrate tissue 

captured within the tissue suction chamber when the needle is extended in a distal 

direction along the pathway; and 

15 a tissue fastener that is supported on the exterior surface of the needle with the 

distal tip extending beyond the tissue fastener in the distal direction so that the distal tip is 

exposed to penetrate the tissue, the tissue fastener to be carried across the tissue suction 

chamber as the needle is extended in the distal direction along the pathway through the 

tissue suction chamber, the tissue fastener being removable from the exterior surface of 

20 the needle so that the tissue fastener remains in place through the tissue when the needle 

is retracted in a proximal direction along the pathway.  

Described embodiments relate to an endoscopic tissue apposition device capable 

of securing multiple tissue sites together with only one intubation of an endoscope 

carrying a suturing capsule at its distal end into the patient. To place the sutures, the
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system provides a suturing capsule that may be releasably secured to the distal end 
of a variety of commonly used endoscopes. The suturing capsule comprises a tissue 
suction chamber for capturing a section of tissue, a needle slidable along a needle 
track that passes through the suction chamber and a suture tag joined to a suture that 

5 is releasably securable to the needle.  
To make multiple stitches without requiring removal of the device for reloading 

of suture thread, the capsule also includes a suture catch at its distal end, distal to the 
suction chamber, to receive the suture tag from the needle as it is passed through 
captured tissue. After carrying the suture tag and suture from a proximal side of 

10 captured tissue through to the distal side of the tissue, the tag can be left behind in the 
suture tag catch and needle withdrawn proximally leaving the suture passed through 
the captured tissue portion. A suture tag lock is provided on the needle to selectively 
capture the suture tag on the needle when it is delivered and picked up from the 
suture tag catch at the distal end of the capsule. Tissue then can be released from 

15 the capsule and either the tag recaptured by the needle in readiness for another stitch 
through a different captured tissue portion (approaching from the proximal side of the 
tissue) or the tag can be left in place and another tissue portion captured so that when 
the needle is advanced distally to capture the tag, the proximally withdrawing needle 
will carry suture through the tissue in a proximal direction. By shuttling the tag and its 

20 associated suture through a series of captured tissue portions in this fashion, a 
plurality of stitches can be formed without requiring removal of the capsule for 
reloading.  

The needle and suture tag lock are selectively operated from the proximal end 
of the endoscope by a control handle. The control handle is releasably securable to 

25 the proximal end of the endoscope such that it is in communication with the working 
channel port of the endoscope handle. Control shafts joined to the handle extend 

through the working channel of the endoscope and control operation of the needle and 

the suture tag lock by their longitudinal movement initiated at the handle. The handle 
may have one longitudinal operating member to control both the movement of the 

30 needle and the release and securement of the suture tag lock.  
Because there are four stages of needle operation during the tag shuttling 

through a tissue portion, when only a single longitudinal member is provided on the 
handle, a segmented operation of the longitudinal control member is preferred to 
indicate to the user which stage of needle operation is occurring. For example, the 

-3-
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control member should indicate to the user a first stage when the longitudinal member 
is not depressed and the needle with tag loaded is proximal to the suction chamber.  
When the needle is advanced through tissue and is releasing the tag, bottoming out of 
the longitudinal member against the handle indicates the second stage of operation.  

5 The longitudinal member should return automatically to withdraw the needle 
proximally while leaving the tag behind in the suture tag catch (the third stage). The 
handle should provide an idle position at the third stage in which the needle is 
withdrawn proximally from the tissue without the tag and is in readiness to drive 
distally again to pick up the tag. During automatic return of the needle proximally, 

10 such as by a return spring, vacuum also can be discontinued automatically at the end 
of the return stroke so the tissue portion is released with suture thread now passing 
through it. Stage four occurs when the needle is advanced distally again to recapture 
the suture tag (either with tissue suctioned into the chamber or to reposition the tag 
prior to tissue capture). Depression of the longitudinal operation member again 

15 initiates stage four when the needle has reached the distal end of its stroke and 
recaptured the suture tag. Release of the longitudinal operation member from stage 
four returns the handle and the needle back to their initial state: stage one.  

The suturing capsule control handle may also include vacuum controls to 
selectively suction tissue into the suction chamber during the course of suturing. A 

20 vacuum supply routed through the handle may then be conveniently turned on by the 
user by a switch on the handle. Optionally, a vacuum interlock feature may be 
provided that prevents operation of the device if a sufficient negative line pressure is 
not achieved to insure that tissue is fully suctioned into the chamber so that the needle 
and suture achieve a sufficient penetration depth. The vacuum control may also 

25 include a feature that automatically discontinues vacuum to the suction chamber once 
the needle has completed its proximal withdrawal stroke from the tissue. Additionally, 
the control handle may employ other useful features such as a suture tensioning 
mechanism to keep the suture taut during the procedure so that it moves proximally 
and distally with the movement of the needle rather than just distally, which may lead 

30 to bunching up the suture material in the suction chamber area.  
After stitches have been formed through the several selected tissue locations, 

the suture leads must be secured to hold the suture tightly in position through the 
tissue. The present suturing system also provides a suture lock that may be applied 
to the suture leads to secure them with a delivery device that may be passed through 

-4-
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the working channel of the endoscope so that removal of the endoscope is not 
required in order to complete the procedure. The suture lock comprises a ring and a 
plug sized to frictionally engage the inside surface of the ring so that suture leads 
passing through the ring become captured between the two components. To secure a 

5 suture, the suture leads are guided through the ring, and it is advanced to the suture 
location at which point the plug may be inserted into the ring while holding the suture 
taut so that it becomes captured in a tightened condition through the tissue.  

The suture lock may be delivered to the tissue location and secured by a 
delivery device comprising a shaft and distal operating end that are passable through 

10 the working channel of the endoscope and a control handle at the proximal end of the 
shaft for controlling the operating end to assemble the ring and plug. The distal 
operating end of the delivery device should comprise a receptacle to hold at least one 
ring and one plug in the disassembled configuration so that it can be guided to the 
suture location with suture leads passing through the open ring. The receptacle may 

15 be configured as a cage defined by four arms attached in a hinged fashion only at 
their proximal ends to a central bushing member to permit their distal ends to be 
selectively closed or opened to release an assembled plug and ring. The fingers of 
the cage must remain closed during assembly of the plug into the ring to provide 
resistance to the assembly force of inserting the ring into the plug, but then may be 

20 selectively opened to release the secured suture lock.  
To selectively open and close the arms of the cage and to sever the suture lead 

after assembly of the suture lock is completed, an outer sleeve slidable over the 
fingers of the cage may be provided. When the cage member is proximally within the 
sleeve such that the sleeve is over the distal ends of the fingers, the free distal ends of 

25 the fingers remain held radially inward in a closed configuration to retain the ring and 
plug. When the cage is moved distally relative to the sleeve so that the sleeve is 
positioned proximally over the hinged area of the fingers, the distal free ends of the 
fingers are permitted to spread apart radially to permit release of the ring and plug. To 
assemble the ring and plug while the fingers of the plug are restrained closed, the plug 

30 is pushed distally into the ring by a pusher shaft that slides longitudinally relative to the 
cage that holds the ring from longitudinal movement during assemble. After the plug 

has been inserted into the ring and the cage has been moved distally relative to the 
sleeve, the hinged fingers resiliently spring open (distal ends move radially outward) to 
release the plug and ring assembly.  

-5-
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The cage, outer sleeve and pusher should be joined to a control handle at the 

proximal end of the endoscope by control shafts, longitudinally slidable through the 

working channel of the endoscope to cause movement of the distal components to operate 

the distal end effectively, the handle may include two control members available to the 

5 user to achieve the needed relative motion to assemble and release the ring and plug. The 

handle should include at least one longitudinal slidable member joined to the pusher in 

order to advance the plug into the ring and an outer sheath joined to the cage and outer 

sheath to resist the distal longitudinal movement of the pusher and to achieve sliding 

movement of the outer sleeve to open the cage fingers.  

10 Some embodiments may provide an endoscopic suturing system that is capable of 

creating stitches in multiple distinct internal tissue areas while requiring only one 

intubation of the endoscope or insertion of a laproscope.  

Some embodiments may provide an endoscopic suturing capsule that provides a 

tissue suction chamber and a needle slidable through tissue captured therein to deliver a 

15 suture carrying tag through successively captured tissue portions to form stitches in each 

separate portion.  

Some embodiments may provide a control handle for a multiple stitch endoscopic 

suturing capsule that permits the user to input only a single longitudinal movement of a 

control mechanism in order to complete a stitch of suture through a tissue portion and 

20 return the system to a state of readiness for a second stitch.  

Some embodiments may provide an endoscopic suturing system comprising a 

suturing capsule having a needle and suture tag capturable on the needle by a suture lock 

and a suture catch in the capsule, a control handle for operating the components of the 

suture capsule, a suture lock for securing the leads of suture delivered to tissue and a 

25 suture lock delivery device for assembling and releasing the suture lock at the internal 

tissue location.  

Some embodiments may provide a suture lock comprising a ring and a plug 

frictionally engageable within the ring to capture suture leads therebetween and a suture 

lock delivery device having a shaft and distal operational member and receptacle passable 

30 through the working channel of an endoscope and a control handle positionable at the 

proximal end of an endoscope to operate the distal member to deliver, assemble and 

release the ring and plug components of the suture lock to secure a suture.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other features will be appreciated more fully from the 

following further description thereof, with reference to the accompanying diagrammatic 

drawings wherein: 

5 FIG. I is a diagrammatical representation of an endoscope carrying the suturing 

system of some embodiments; 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatical representation of the suture lock delivery device of 

some embodiments; 

FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagrammatic representations of a ring and plug suture lock; 

10 FIG. 4 is an isometric transparent view of a suturing capsule; 

FIG. 5 is an isometric transparent view of a suturing capsule shell attached to the 

distal end of an endoscope; 

FIG. 6 is a side view of a suturing capsule attached to the distal end of an 

endoscope by a reverse wedge attachment mechanism; 

15 FIG. 7A is a side view of a suturing capsule of some embodiments indicating an 

area A of detail that is shown on FIG. 7B; 

FIG. 7B is a detail view of area A shown in FIG. 7A; 

FIG. 8 is a side view of a needle and suture tag locked on the needle by a suture 

tag lock device; 

20 FIG. 9 is a side view of a needle carrying a suture tag with the suture tag lock in 

the unlocked position; 

FIG. 10 is an isometric transparent view of the suturing capsule with the needle 

and suture tag advancing distally to the suture catch; 

FIGS. 11-14 illustrate various stages of the suture tag and needle entering the 

25 suture tag catch in the capsule; 

FIG. 15 is an overhead view of the suture tag catch with a suture tag captured; 

FIG. 16 is a side view of a suturing capsule control handle; 

FIG. 17 is a sectional view of a suture control handle; 

FIG. 18 is a detailed sectional view of the control handle of FIG. 17; 

30 FIG. 19A is a sectional view of the suture control handle; 

FIGS. 19B and 19C are detailed views of components shown in the sectional view 

of FIG. 19A; 

FIG. 20 is an overhead view of an around-the-world pawl track;
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FIG. 21 is a sectional view taken along the line A-A shown in FIG. 20; 

FIG. 22 is an illustration of a ratchet pawl track; 

FIG. 23 is an isometric view of a cylindrical ratchet pawl; 

FIG. 24 is a sectional view of the control handle fully advanced in the distal 

5 direction; 

FIG. 25 is a sectional view of the control handle in an intermediate stage in which 

the needle has deposited the suture tag in the suture catch at the distal end of the capsule; 

FIGS. 26A and 26B are side views of the suture lock of some embodiments; 

FIG. 27 is an isometric view of the suture lock delivery device; 

10 FIG. 28 is a sectional view of the suture lock delivery device; 

FIG. 29 is a side view of the suture lock delivery device; 

FIG. 30 is an isometric view of the suture lock delivery device; 

FIG. 31 is an isometric sectional view of the suture lock delivery device taken 

along the line A-A shown in FIG. 29; 

15 FIG. 32 is a sectional view of the suture lock delivery device with assembled ring 

and plug; 

FIG. 33 is a sectional view of the suture lock delivery device taken from FIG. 29 

in the orthogonal plane; 

FIG. 34 is a sectional view of the suture lock delivery device with bushing and 

20 cage extended distally; 

FIG. 35 is a sectional isometric view of the suture lock delivery device with 

bushing and cage extended distally; 

FIG. 36 is a sectional view of the suture lock delivery device with fingers 

extended radially outward to release a ring and plug; 

25 FIG. 37 is a side sectional view of the suture lock delivery device control handle; 

FIG. 38 is a side sectional view of the suture lock delivery device control handle 

in the depressed configuration; 

FIGS. 39-54 are diagrammatical illustrations of the various steps of the suturing 

process of some embodiments; 

30 FIGS. 55-63 are diagrams representing various stages of the suturing process of 

some embodiments.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIGS. 1-3B show the components of the single intubation, multi-stitch endoscopic
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suturing system. In FIG. I is shown the endoscopic suturing device comprising a suturing 

capsule 100 that is releasably secured to the distal end 14 of an endoscope 10. The 

capsule 100 is operated by a control handle 200 releasably mounted to the proximal end 

12 of the endoscope 10 adjacent to the endoscope control handle 16. The suturing system 

5 operates to place sutures through tissue at internal locations within a patient accessible by 

an endoscope.  

FIG. 2 shows another component of the single intubation system: a suture lock 

delivery device 500, which is sized to extend through the working channel of an 

endoscope. Extended through an endoscope, the distal operating end 540 of the delivery 

10 device extends outside of the distal end 14 of an endoscope while the control handle 16 

extends from the proximal end 12 of an endoscope so that it may be operated by a user.  

The delivery device 500 is configured to apply suture lock devices such as shown in 

FIGS. 3A and 3B. The suture locks of FIGS. 3A and 3B comprise a ring 502 to which is 

inserted a plug 504 sized to become frictionally engaged in the opening of the ring. As 

15 shown in FIG. 3B when sutures 18 are passed through ring 502, insertion of the plug 504 

causes the suture to become trapped and locked between the outer surface of the plug and 

the inner surface of the ring, effectively securing the suture leads 18 in the tissue. A 

comprehensive discussion of suitable suture lock devices including presentation of 

alternate suitable examples of such suture locks is presented in pending U.S. App. Nos.  

20 10/220,413 and 10/275, 534, incorporated by reference herein. Although each of the 

components shown in FIGS. 1-3B may be used separately in endoscopic suturing 

procedures and provide utility for their intended purpose, use of the components together 

enables endoscopic suturing providing multiple stitches to a plurality of internal locations 

and securing them with a single intubation of an endoscope into a patient.  

25 

Suturing Capsule 

FIG. 4 is an isometric transparent view of the suturing capsule 100. The capsule 

100 comprises a cylindrical body 102 having an atraumatic shape to reduce
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the chance of trauma to internal tissues during operation. The capsule is similar in 
configuration and operation to that disclosed in U.S. patent 5,792,153 discussed 
above. The capsule includes a suction port 104 open to a tissue suction chamber 106 
into which tissue portions to be sutured may be collected under vacuum introduced 

5 into the chamber. The capsule is configured to receive a needle 108 slidable through 
a needle track 110 formed through the capsule. The needle may be a solid stainless 
steel shaft with a sharpened distal tip 112 and be joined at its proximal end to a 
pusher shaft 184 that extends proximally from the suture capsule, through the working 
channel of the endoscope. The pusher shaft exits the proximal end of the endoscope 

10 where it may be joined to and manipulated by a control handle as will be discussed 
below. When the needle is moved longitudinally through the needle track, it traverses 
the suction chamber 106 so that tissue suctioned into the chamber will be penetrated 
by the distally advancing needle.  

The needle 108 carries an annular suture tag 114 that fits closely about the 
15 outside surface of the needle. The tag has proximal and distal ends, and can have a 

decreasing taper from its proximal end to its distal end to create a low profile as the 
needle and suture tag are advanced distally through tissue. Joined to the suture tag is 
one end of a suture 18 that will be carried through a suctioned tissue portion when the 
needle carrying the suture tag 114 is advanced distally. The suture may be attached 

20 by passing through an opening in the tag and forming a enlarged tip or knot on the 
suture so that it is too large to fit back through the tag. The suture tag is releasably 
and selectively secured to the outside surface of the needle by a suture tag lock 120.  
The suture tag lock is also remotely operable from the proximal end of the endoscope 
by a suture tag lock shaft 122 that is slidable over the needle control shaft and needle 

25 108.  
Full distal advancement of the needle places the suture tag 114 within the 

confines of a suture tag catch 140. After penetrating a captured tissue portion and 
entering the suture catch, the suture tag lock 120 may be released and the needle 
withdrawn proximally leaving behind the suture tag 114 in a nest area 142 of the 

30 suture tag catch. The suture tag catch comprises a Y-shaped structure 144 having 
two resilient arms 146. The resilient arms are joined together at the base of the Y
shaped member 144 and extend longitudinally in a proximal direction terminating in a 
free-end having an inwardly curved prong 148 to catch the proximal facing surface 
116 after the tag 114 has entered the nest 142. After capture and release of the 
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suture tag into the suture tag catch 140, the needle may be withdrawn proximally and 
the tissue released from the suction chamber 106 with a suture 18 left passing 
through the tissue and having one end joined to the captured suture tag at the distal 
end 103 of the capsule and the other end of the suture extending into the needle track 

5 110, through the working channel of the endoscope and exiting the proximal end of 
the endoscope.  

FIG. 5 shows another isometric view of a suturing distal end of an endoscope 
10 having attached to it a shell of a suturing capsule 100 with internal components 
removed. Suction port 104 opens to the suction chamber 106. At the bottom of the 

10 suction chamber are several aspiration ports 160, shown in phantom, through which 
negative pressure is introduced to the suction chamber to selectively capture a tissue 
portion to be sutured. The vacuum is introduced to the aspiration ports 160 through 
vacuum tube 162 extending proximally from the capsule 100 and joined to a separate 
vacuum line (not shown) that extends along the exterior of the endoscope 10.  

15 The cutaway view of the distal end 14 of the endoscope 10 shown in FIG. 5 
shows a working channel 20 and viewing channel 22. Other channels that may pass 
through the endoscope such as for light source or for a liquid cleaning source have 
been omitted for clarity. The capsule 100 is joined to the distal end of the endoscope 
by a proximally extending guide tube 164 (shown in phantom) inserted into the 

20 working channel 20 of the endoscope. The guide tube 164 is rigid and extends 
proximally from the proximal end of the capsule 105 of the capsule to protrude a short 
distance into the working channel 20 of the endoscope. The guide tube 164 is open to 
receive the needle track 110 assembly through which the needle slides during 
operation.  

25 As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the capsule may be secured to the distal end 14 of 
the endoscope by a reverse wedge securement mechanism 170. A reverse wedge 
and an endoscopic accessory securement mechanism is fully described in pending 
U.S. App. No. 10/275,226, filed February 11, 2003, and titled "Endoscopic Accessory 
Attachment Mechanism", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. It is 

30 also disclosed in published PCT application WO 01/87144. The basic elements of the 
reverse wedge securement mechanism include a wedge component 172 slidable on a 
ramp surface 174 to become wedged between the distal end of the endoscope 14 and 
the ramp surface 174 as it slides up the ramp. Leverage against the distal end of the 
endoscope is maintained by the presence of the guide tube 164 through the working 
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channel 20. Return spring 176 maintains force against the wedge member 172 so 
that it is biased upward along the ramp surface 174 to maintain wedge contact with 
the endoscope.  

FIG. 7A is a side view of the suture capsule 100 not mounted on an endoscope 
5 and indicating an area of detail of the needle track 110 presented in FIG. 7B. The 

needle track 110 resides in the guide tube 164 extending proximally from the capsule 
100 as shown in FIG. 7B. Guide tube 164 is the outermost tubular structure of the 
needle track and as mentioned above provides a mounting structure for engaging the 
internal surface of the working channel of an endoscope to securely mount the 

10 capsule. The guide tube may be formed as part of the capsule and therefore formed 
of the same rigid material such as stainless steel. The proximal end of the guide tube 
166 has a beveled cut across its opening that tapers downward to enable 
circumferential alignment of the control components, including other needle track 
components as they are advanced from the proximal end of the endoscope through 

15 the working channel into the capsule 100 as will be explained below.  
Most of the components of the needle track are contained within an outer 

sheath 180 that extends the full length of the working channel of the endoscope, from 
the control handle at the proximal end to the guide tube 164 of the capsule 100. The 
outer sheath 180 and the needle track components associated with it are advanced 

20 through the proximal end of the endoscope into the guide tube 164 after the capsule 
has already been mounted to the distal end of the endoscope. The guide tube may be 
made of any strong but flexible material such as the polymer polyetheretherketone 
(PEEK). The outer sheath has a flattened portion 182 along its distal portion that 
resides within the guide tube 164 after assembly to permit passage of the suture 18 so 

25 that it may continue proximally through the working channel of the endoscope and out 
the proximal end without being required to extend through the outer sheath 180.  

The innermost component of the needle track is the needle 108. The needle 
may have an enlarged spear-shaped distal end 109 to interact with the suture tag lock 
as will be discussed later. The distal tip 112 of the needle is sharpened pierce tissue 

30 and the proximal end of the needle is joined to a pusher shaft 184 that extends to the 
control handle mounted at the proximal end of the endoscope.  

Slidable over the shaft of the needle 108 over its entire length is a locking 
sleeve 124 of the suture tag lock system 120. The locking sleeve 124 is a stainless 
steel hypotube of approximately 0.016 inch I.D. sized to fit closely over the outside 
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surface of the needle shaft, which measures approximately 0.0155 inch. The locking 
sleeve is also adjoined to the control handle at the proximal end of the endoscope.  
The distal end of the locking sleeve has two longitudinal notches extending proximally 
from the distal tip of the sleeve to a depth of approximately 0.080 inch to define two 

5 locking splines 126. As described more fully below, when the locking sleeve is 
advanced distally relative to the needle, the locking splines ride over the enlarged 
spear shape 109 of the needle 108, become splayed radially outward to create locking 
surfaces 128 that prevents distal sliding of the suture tag 114.  

Outside of the locking sleeve is positioned a stiffener sleeve 130. The stiffener 
10 sleeve, formed from a rigid material such as stainless steel hypotubing extends over 

the needle and locking sleeve only along their distal portions, contained within the 
guide tube 164. The locking sleeve helps to insure that the needle remains parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the endoscope during longitudinal sliding movement within the 
capsule 100.  

15 External to the outer sheath 180 is bonded an outer shroud 132, formed from a 
semi-rigid polymer material such as PEEK that serves to additionally maintain the 
alignment of the needle and needle track assembly 110 within the guide tube 164 of 
the capsule 100. The outer shroud 132 serves as a bushing to absorb the space 
between the outer sheath 180 and the inside surface of the guide tube 164. The top 

20 of the shroud has a longitudinal slot 133 extending the full length of the shroud to 
permit passage of the suture 18 without interference as it slides with the suture tag 
114 and needle 108. The bottom of the shroud 132 receives a transversely inserted 
alignment pin 134 that protrudes slightly from the exterior surface of the shroud. The 
protrusion of the alignment pin 134 interferes with the slash cut of the proximal end 

25 166 of the guide tube. When the outer sheath and needle track assembly 110 are 
advanced distally through the working channel of an endoscope during assembly of 
the system, the guide pin catches on the distal end 166 of the guide tube 164 and 
further distal advancement of the outer sleeve and shroud cause the alignment pin to 
follow the slash cut and rotate the assembly as needed so that the alignment pin 

30 becomes bottomed out at the distal most portion of the slash cut 167. This positioning 
of the alignment pin insures that the needle track assembly 110 is aligned 
circumferentially with the guide tube 164 and suturing capsule 100 so that the suture 
does not become twisted or tangled during operation of the needle and tag during 
suturing.  
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FIG. 8 shows a side view of the needle 108 carrying a suture tag 114 locked 
from distal sliding movement by a suture tag lock 120. The suture tag 114 is annular, 
defining a through bore that is sized to closely fit over the locking sleeve 124. The 
stiffening sleeve 130, adhered to the locking sleeve 124 terminates just prior to the 

5 distal end of the locking sleeve leaving a carrying space over which the suture tag 114 
may reside during delivery on the needle 108. The diameter of the stiffener sleeve 
130 is slightly greater than that of the through bore of the suture tag 114 to provide a 
backstop to prevent the suture tag from sliding proximally relative to the needle and 
locking sleeve 124.  

10 As described above, the distal end of the needle is formed to have spear shape 
109 formed by a proximal increasing barrel taper 111 converging with a distal 

increasing barrel taper 113 to create an increased diameter portion 115 of the spear 
shaped tip 109.  

When the needle is withdrawn proximally into the locking sleeve 124 of the 

15 suture tag lock 120, the locking splines 126 ride up over the proximal barrel taper of 

the needle causing them to become splayed radially outward. The splayed splines 

126 effectively increases their profiles to an extent such that the through bore 118 of 

the suture tag cannot fit over it, which locks the suture tag 114 in place on the needle.  
To release the suture tag so that it may slide distally relative to the needle as 

20 would be desired when leaving the tag in the suture tag catch 140 during suturing 

procedure, the needle 108 is moved distally relative to the locking sleeve 124.  
Movement of the needle distally relative to the locking sleeve moves the proximal 
barrel taper to the reduced diameter of the needle shaft 107 and the splines 126 
resiliently conform to the reduced diameter, returning radially inward to define a 

25 smaller profile over which the through bore 118 of the suture tag 114 may pass. The 

enlarged diameter portion 115 of the needle, without the added thickness of the two 

splines 126 from the locking sleeve 124, also defines a profile over which the through 

bore 118 of the suture tag 114 may pass freely.  

An isometric transparent view of the capsule 100 showing the suture tag catch 
30 140 is shown in FIG. 10. In the figure, the needle is approaching the suture tag catch 

140 while the suture tag 114 is locked in position on the needle by suture tag lock 120.  
The needle traverses the suction chamber 106 on its way to deliver the tag to the 
suture tag catch 140, which is positioned on the distal side of the suction chamber 

106. Tissue is not shown in the figure for clarity. The suture tag catch 140 comprises 
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a Y-shaped member 144 having two resilient arms 146 joined together at the base of 
the Y and having free ends that terminate in inwardly facing prongs 148 to catch the 
proximal face 116 of the suture tag 114. The area around the resilient fingers 146 is 
configured to closely fit the cylindrical tapered tip of the suture tag 114 to hold it 

5 securely and defines a nest 142 where it will be securely maintained during its 
retention in the catch.  

In operation, the suture tag catch 140 operates to retain the tag by the steps 
described below with references to the sectional views presented in FIGS. 11-14. In 
FIG. 11, the needle is shown advancing into the Y-shaped member 144 such that its 

10 distal tip 112 is within the nest area 142 but the suture tag 114 has yet to pass the 
inwardly projecting prongs 148 of the arms 146. As shown in the sectional views of 
FIGS. 11 and 12, as the needle proceeds distally, the sharpened distal tip 112 of the 
needle enters the base 147 of the Y-shaped member 144 causing the resilient arms 
146 to be spread apart to assist with entry of the suture tag 114 into the nest 142 past 

15 inwardly projecting prongs 148. During this stage, the needle is advanced distally 
relative to the locking sleeve 124 of the suture tags 124 of the suture tag lock 120 to 
release the suture tag lock and permit the needle to be slipped out from the suture tag 

during its proximal withdrawal stroke.  
After seating of the suture tag 114 in the nest 142, as shown in FIG. 12, the 

20 beginning of the proximal withdrawal stroke may find the resilient arms 146 at the 
suture tag catch still slightly open due to the presence of the sharpened tip of the 
needle 112 in the base 147 of the Y-shaped member 144. Proximal withdrawal of the 
needle in this condition may cause the suture tag to stick to the needle due to residual 
frictional forces and thus not be captured by the prongs 148 against the proximal 116 

25 of the suture tag. Accordingly, a frictional rub strip 149 may additionally be provided 
through the nest area 142 to provide a frictional surface on the capsule in the nest 
area that serves to hold the tag in the nest even if the resilient arms 146 have not yet 

sprung back to close around the proximal face 116 of the tag (FIG. 12). The frictional 
rub strip may be a polymer insert.  

30 After slight proximal withdrawal of the needle such that the sharpened tip 112 is 
removed from the base of the Y 147, the arms 146 will close around the suture tag 
114 so that prongs 148 engage the proximal face 116 of the tag (FIG. 14). As shown 
in the overhead view of FIG. 14, after the needle 108 is withdrawn proximally, the tag 
remains captured by the suture tag catch 140 within the nest 142. In the captured 
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position, resilient arms 146 return to a closed position such that inwardly projecting 

prongs 148 engage the proximal face 116 of the suture tag 114 holding it from 
proximal movement out of the nest. The nest 142 also serves to retain the tag 114 in 

alignment, so that it does not move distally or laterally during the suturing procedure 

5 so that when the needle returns to pick up the tag, it will be in alignment with the 

through bore 118 of the suture tag 114.  
The steps for retrieval of the tag are substantially the reverse of the steps 

illustrated for delivering the tag to the suture catch. In returning to retrieve the tag, the 

needle is advanced distally again into the area of the suture tag catch while in the 

10 unlocked position (shown in FIG. 10). After the needle has bottomed out at the base 

of the Y 147, the needle may be slid proximally relative to the suture tag lock 120 so 

that the locking splines 126 ride up on the proximal barrel taper 111 of the needle 

creating the locked condition shown in FIG. 15. In the locked position, a proximal 

withdrawal for supply to the needle will overcome the restraining force presented by 

15 the prongs 148 against the proximal face 116 of the tag, causing the resilient arms 

146 to deform slightly and permit passage of the tag 114 along with the needle in its 

proximal withdrawal stroke.  

Suture Capsule Control Handle 

20 A side view of a suitable suture control handle 200 is shown in FIG. 16.  

Although one example of an endoscope is described herein as the illustrative 

embodiment, it should be understood that other configurations for the control handle 

may be suitable to operate the suture capsule as required. The control handle must 

provide means that permit the operator to drive the needle pusher shaft and the suture 

25 tag locking sleeve 124 longitudinally and relative to each other to operate the capsule 

through the steps outlined above. Additionally, the handle should be releasably 

securable to the proximal handle assembly of an endoscope 210 at the opening port 

to the working channel of the endoscope through which the needle pusher shaft and 

suture tag locking sleeve will be inserted. Additionally, it may be preferable to route 

30 the vacuum source line through the control handle so that the operator can selectively 

introduce and discontinue vacuum as appropriate to capture and release tissue during 

the suturing procedure. Alternatively, the control handle can involve a vacuum control 

switch which includes an interlock feature to prevent longitudinal movement of the 
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handle control members until a pre-established vacuum pressure is achieved in the 
suction chamber.  

The control handle shown in FIG. 16 includes a collet 204 at its distal end 202 
for connection to an endoscope control handle 210 at the proximal end 12 of an 

5 endoscope 10. The collet screws onto the port normally provided for the working 
channel of most endoscopes while permitting a through hole through which the needle 
pusher shaft 184 and suture tag lock sheath 124 may pass in slidable fashion.  

The control handle also comprises a vacuum switch housing 208 as joined to 
the collet 204 and directs the vacuum line assembly through the body of the handle 

10 200. The handle further comprises a main body portion 206 housing the components 
that translate longitudinal movement of plunger 216 into the segmented longitudinal 
movements of the needle pusher shaft 184 and suture tag locking sleeve 124. Visual 
markings 218 may be placed on the plunger to indicate to the user (by showing 
remaining bars of the marker not inserted into the main body 206) at which stage of 

15 deployment the control handle is in a given moment.  
FIG. 17 presents a sectional view of the main body 206 of the control handle 

showing the mechanism that translate longitudinal movement of the plunger 216 to 
movement of the needle and suture tag lock assembly. FIG. 18 is a detailed sectional 
view of the main body 206 shown in FIG. 17. It is noted that the handle position 

20 shown in FIGS. 16-18 represents the initial state of the system in which the needle 
and tag remain in the needle track 110 on the proximal side of the suction chamber 
106 prior to the first suture stroke.  

FIGS. 17, 18 and 19A show a sectional view of the control handle in its initial 
position. The plunger 216 is engaged with both a locking sheath carrier 220 which is 

25 joined to the suture tag locking sleeve 124 and engaged with a needle carrier 230 that 
is engaged with the needle pusher shaft 184. The plunger engages the needle carrier 
230 by pushing against plunger carrier 240 pushing against needle deployment spring 

244, which is in engagement with the needle carrier 230 when the plunger is pushed 
distally relative to the main body 206 of the handle. When the plunger carrier 240 is 

30 slid distally, it slides through main carrier 248 to keep it in longitudinal alignment within 
the handle.  

The plunger 216 is also in engagement with the locking sheath carrier 220 by 
engagement of a pawl arm 250. The distal end 252 of the pawl arm engages the 

locking sheath carrier 220 directly by contact with a small spring 254. The pawl arm 
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extends proximally over the needle deployment spring such that its proximal end 256 
engages an around-the-world pawl track 258 retained in the plunger carrier 240 as 
shown in detail in FIG. 19B. An overhead view of the pawl track 258 is shown in FIG.  
20 with a sectional view presented taken along the line A-A presented in FIG. 21. The 

5 around-the-world track is three-dimensional such that as the proximal pawl arm travels 
in the track, its elevation changes to guide the pawl fully along the track in one 
direction despite only input of longitudinal movement from the plunger.  

A handle return spring 260 surrounds the entire assembly of the plunger carrier 
240 needle deployment carrier and pawl arm so that a proximal resilient force is 

10 always present against the plunger 216 throughout deployment. An additional feature 
may be added to the handle to insure that a partially deployed needle is not withdrawn 
proximally prematurely.  

A plunger ratchet assembly 270 insures that the plunger travels only in a distal 
direction until it has reached its maximum distal stroke length before permitting 

15 proximal return of the plunger. This feature insures that the operator must complete 
the distal delivery stroke of the needle to insure that it is fully released in the proximal 
direction so that no attempt is made to withdraw the suture capsule assembly while 
the needle is partially or fully inserted through a suctioned tissue portion. The ratchet 
assembly 270 comprises a ratchet track 272 shaped as a parallelogram with a distally 

20 extending straight track portion 274. A cylindrical ratchet pawl assembly 276 with 
projecting pawl arm 278 configured to ride within the tract during longitudinal 
movement of the plunger 216 is secured in a ratchet pawl recess 280 formed in the 
main body 206 of the housing. Ratchet teeth 282 are formed on one side of the 
parallelogram ratchet track 272 so that ratchet action occurs only during distal 

25 movement of the plunger 216 during the period in which the needle will be traversing 
the suction chamber of the capsule. The linear portion of the ratchet track 274 
represents distal travel of the needle prior to traversing the suction chamber. The side 
of the parallelogram without ratchet teeth represents travel by the ratchet pawl arm 
278 during the proximal return stroke of the plunger 216, which need not be controlled 

30 by ratchet action for safety reasons.  
Operation of the control handle and the corresponding movement of the 

components of the suturing capsule will be described in connection with FIGS. 17, 18, 
19A, 24 and 25. From the initial position shown in FIGS. 17, 18 and 19A, the user 
begins operation of the control handle by first turning on the vacuum supply switch 
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224 (FIG. 16) to open the vacuum input line 214 (connected to a supply of vacuum) to 
the vacuum output line 212 that extends along the endoscope to the suturing capsule 
100. The introduction of vacuum causes tissue to be sucked into the suction chamber 
106 and the suturing process may be initiated.  

5 From the initial position shown in FIGS. 17, 18, and 19A of the handle, the user 
depresses the plunger 216 fully as shown in FIG. 24 to drive the needle distally, 
traversing the suction chamber 106 and driving the suture tag 114 into the suture 
catch assembly 140 as shown in FIG. 14. Depression of the plunger 216 serves to 
push the plunger carrier 240 distally through the handle, compressing needle 

10 deployment spring 244 and following compression of that spring, moving the needle 
carrier 230 distally by a stroke length equivalent to that traveled by the plunger 216.  
The locking sheath carrier 220 is also moved distally during the full distal stroke of the 
plunger 216 although by a magnitude slightly less than that achieved by the needle 
carrier 230 due to the travel of pawl 256 and pawl track 258 during the distal 

15 movement of the plunger carrier 240.  
As best shown in FIG. 20, the initial position of the proximal end of the pawl 

arm 256 and the pawl track 258 is represented by reference numeral 261. When the 
plunger carrier 240 first moves distally, the pawl arm slides in the pawl arm slides in 
the pawl track to the second position indicated at 262 before any movement of the 

20 pawl arm 250 occurs. After reaching the second position at 262, the pawl arm then 
begins to travel with the plunger carrier 240 during the remainder of the initial distal 
stroke of the plunger 216. That movement following the bottoming out of the pawl arm 
at position 262 serves to move the locking sleeve distally but not as far as the distal 
movement of the needle. The further distal advancement of the needle created by the 

25 pawl mechanism causes disengagement of the suture tag lock 120 as shown in FIG. 9 
so that the suture tag 114 can be left behind the suture tag catch 140.  

When the user releases the plunger from its fully depressed configuration 
shown in FIG. 24, the plunger returns to an intermediate position shown in FIG. 25. In 
this position, the needle is withdrawn proximally from the suture tag catch to a position 

30 that is proximal to the suction chamber 106. The tag 114 is left behind in the suture 
tag catch 140. The needle and suture tag lock remain in the same relative unlocked 
position at this stage. The needle and suture tag locking sleeve 124 remain in the 
same relative position due to the locking effect of the pawl track 258. As shown in 
FIG. 25 and FIG. 20, the pawl arm 256 is now maintained in the third position shown 
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at reference numeral 263 of the pawl track which serves to maintain the needle carrier 
230 advanced relative to the locking sheath carrier 220. The entire assembly has 
been moved proximally by the return force of the handle return spring 260 which 
generated an automatic proximal return stroke for all components including the 

5 plunger 216, plunger carrier 240, and by virtue of pawl arm 250, both the needle 
carrier 230 and locking sheath carrier 220.  

To advance the needle a second time to retrieve the suture tag, either after a 
second tissue portion has been suctioned into the suction chamber 106 or prior to 
suctioning another tissue area, the user again advances the plunger 216 distally to its 

10 fully distal stroke. This final stroke in the sequence serves to move all components to 
the maximum distal travel as previously shown in FIG. 24. However, because the 
pawl arm 256 is guided to the location identified by reference numeral 264 in the pawl 
track 258 shown in FIG. 20, the proximal return stroke experienced by the handle 
under the resilient force of handle spring 260 will cause the pawl arm 256 to follow the 

15 track back to its initial position 261.  
The pawl arm 256 is guided through this specific pattern in the around-the

world track 258 due to the elevation change of each segment of the tract shown in the 
cross-sectional drawing of FIG. 21. Because the pawl arm is formed to have a 
resilient downward bias, as it travels through each segmented elevation change, it 

20 resiliently springs down to the next level once it is reached. As a result, during the 
final proximal return stroke, the pawl returns to the original position at 261 which 
creates a relative movement between the suture tag lock sheathing 124 and needle 
108 such that the locking splines 126 are again splayed outward by the spear-shaped 
distal end 109 of the needle to lock the suture tag 114 in place. The plunger ratchet 

25 mechanism permits full return to its original position shown in FIG. 17. As the pawl 
arms 278 follows a descending path in the three-dimensional track 272 to proceed 
away from the ratchet teeth 282 to the bottom of the stroke at 274. The needle 
deployment spring 244 also resiliently expands to provide proximal motion for the 
entire needle and suture tag lock sheath assembly. The resulting configuration of the 

30 handle is that shown in FIG. 17 and the capsule is returned to its initial state with the 
needle, suture tag withdrawn to the proximal side of the suction chamber 106.  

Suture Lock and Delivery Device 
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The suture lock and suture lock delivery device of the present invention 
contribute to the utility of the system by providing a mechanism for securing the suture 
that avoids the cumbersome task of knot tying it provides a mechanical suture retainer 
that can be delivered through the working channel of the endoscope obviating the 

5 need to re-intubate with another instrument to complete the procedure. The suture 
lock and delivery device described herein is similar to that disclosed in pending U.S.  
Patent Application No. 10/275,534 corresponding to PCT Publication No. WO 
01/89393. The entirety of the U.S. Patent Application is incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety.  

10 The suture lock of the present invention is shown in FIGS. 26A and B. FIG.  
26A, a disassembled suture lock as shown comprising a ring 502 having a through 
bore 503 sized to receive with frictional engagement a plug 504 to capture a suture 18 
that has been passed through the through bore 503. FIG. 26B shows the assembled 
configuration of the ring and plug suture lock with the plug 504 inserted into the 

15 through bore 503 of the ring 502 to capture the suture 18 between the surfaces of the 
plug and ring. It is noted that in FIG. 26B that the gap between the plug and the ring 
has been exaggerated to illustrate that the suture 18 is present between those two 
components, but it should be understood that the suture is tightly engaged between 
them so that it cannot slide through.  

20 FIG. 27 shows the operating distal end 510 of a suture lock delivery device 

512. The operating distal end is attached to a shaft 514 that is of sufficient length to 

extend through the full length of the working channel of an endoscope and protrude at 

the proximal end for engagement with a control handle 550 (shown in FIGS. 27 and 
28-36 that follow), the components of the distal operating end of the suture lock 

25 delivery device can be seen. The device comprises an outer sleeve 516 through 

which is slidable a cage 518 defined by plurality of rigid fingers 520 inchedly attached 
at their proximal ends 522 to a bushing member 524. Circumferentially spaced fingers 

are mounted to the distal end 226 of the bushing 224 such that when the fingers are 

extended beyond the sleeve 516 they resiliently spring open radially at their distal 

30 ends 521. In their closed configuration, the fingers define a cage that serves as a 
receptacle 528 for the disassembled plug and ring components that must be 
navigated to the suture location through the working channel of the endoscope. The 

receptacle defined by the cage 518 serves to maintain the plug and ring in alignment 
so that they may be assembled easily at the remote location.  
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As shown in FIG. 27, when the suture placement in the tissue has been 
completed, the components of the needle and suture tag lock assembly, along with 
the control handle are removed from the endoscope working channel in their entirety.  

Though the capsule remains mounted on the distal end of the endoscope, the working 
5 channel provides adequate space for introduction of the suture lock delivery system 

device 512. The distal operating member 510 has sufficient space to operate as it 
protrudes from the distal end of the working channel of the endoscope in the suction 
cavity 106 of the capsule. When the distal operating member of the suture lock 

delivery device is inserted into the proximal end of the working channel of the 

10 endoscope, the suture leads 18 that extend through the working channel and through 
the tissue are first inserted through the ring 502 through its distal end, exiting its 

proximal end and being positioned around the plug 504 such that they extend through 
a proximal opening 530 of the sleeve 516 so that they can be held tight as the device 
is advanced to the internal location (FIG. 28-30).  

15 With the suture threaded through the device and the device advanced to the 
suture location, the suture may be pulled tightly to gather the tissue portions that have 
been sutured and the device operated to cinch the suture leads and lock them in place 

to hold the tissue. The operation of the suture lock delivery device and operation of 

assembling the ring and plug and releasing the assembled component is preferably 
20 accomplished with a single distal stroke of a control handle actuator.  

FIGS. 37 and 38 show a control handle that is configured for operating a 

delivery device with a single distal stroke of a control mechanism. The control handle 

550 comprises a housing 552 with formed finger rings 554 to provide leverage in the 

users hand when depressing the plunger 556 distally. Extending distally from the 

25 control handle 550 is an outer shaft 558 protected by a short piece of strain relief 560 
to prevent kinking in the area adjacent to the handle. The proximal end 562 of the 
outer shaft is joined to the body 552 of the handle. The proximal end 562 of the outer 

shaft is securely fastened to the body of the handle by bonding to a bushing 566 that 

is welded into the interior of the handle body 552. The distal end of the outer shaft 

30 564 is joined to the outer sleeve 516. An inner shaft 570 is visible through the outer 

shaft 558 to operate a pusher 534 that pushes the plug 504 into the ring 502 during 

assembly in the cage 518. The inner shaft 570 is joined at its proximal end 571 to the 

plunger body 556. When the plunger is depressed, the inner shaft 570 moves distally 

to push the plug into the ring for assembly. The plunger shaft 556 is joined to a 
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bushing 574 that is slidable with a close fit inside of a channel 576 in the body 552 of 
the handle. A return spring 578 mounted in the channel 576 between plunger bushing 
574 and outer tube bushing 566 serves to resiliently push the plunger back to its 
proximal position after being fully depressed distally. A pusher stiffener 580 may be 

5 added to the inner shaft to enhance its resistance to buckling under the compressive 
loading that occurs during assembly of the plug into the ring.  

Though the handle is provided with a single longitudinal pusher control in the 
form of a plunger 556, the capability for performing several functions at the distal end 
is provided by a locking structure that is automatically released solely by the 

10 longitudinal movement of the pusher through its ring and plug assembly stroke. As 
seen in FIGS. 31-36, bushing 524, the ring 502 and plug 504 are held in the 
receptacle 528 defined by the cage 518 prior to assembly (FIG. 31). The ring 502 is 
maintained distally against the radially inward curved tips 523 of the fingers 520.  
Because the inwardly curved tips 523 define a diameter that is smaller than that of the 

15 ring, the ring cannot slide past the tips until the fingers are opened. The plug 504 is 
maintained in alignment with the through bore 503 of the ring by placement in the bore 
of bushing 524.  

As seen in FIG. 31 immediately proximal to the aligned plug 504 is the distal 
end 532 of the pusher 534. When the plunger 556 of the control handle 550 is pushed 

20 distally, the inner shaft 570 pushes the pusher distally to insert the plug 504 into the 
ring 502 as is shown in FIG. 32. At this stage, the suture has been captured between 
the plug 504 and ring 502, but the assembled ring and plug must be released from the 
receptacle 528 defined by the cage 518. To accomplish this, the bushing 524 and 
cage 518 are made slidable relative to the outer sleeve 516 up to the point of where 

25 the proximal end of the fingers are hingedly attached to the bushing so that the distal 
ends of the fingers 521 may resiliently spring apart to release the assembled ring and 
plug.  

To maintain the bushing and fingers stationary within the outer sleeve during 
assembly of the ring and plug but triggering release of the bushing and cage to slide 

30 distally relative to the sleeve after assembly of the ring and plug, locking balls 542 
riding within recesses 544 formed in the bushing 524 are employed. The pusher shaft 
534 forms the bottom surface of the recess that holds the locking balls. The space of 
the recesses 544 forces the balls into engagement with locking holes 546 formed in 
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the outer sleeve 516. When the locking balls are forced into the locking holes 546, the 
bushing 524 and cage 518 cannot slide relative to the outer sleeve 516.  

The locking balls can be triggered to release from the locking holes 546 at the 
moment the plug has been fully inserted into the ring 502 by forming a reduced 

5 diameter portion along the pusher shaft that corresponds to the stroke length required 
to complete insertion of the plug into the ring. When the reduced diameter portion 
reaches the locking balls, the recess in which they are contained enlarges, 
immediately releasing their engagement force against the locking holes 546 of the 
outer sleeve 516. The rounded surface of the balls immediately permits 

10 disengagement from the locking holes 546 and enables the bushing 524 with cage 
518 and assembled ring and plug all to move distally relative to the sleeve if distal 
forces are maintained on the pusher shaft 534. The reduced diameter portion of the 
pusher is indicated at 548 in FIG. 32, which reaches the locking balls 542 at the 
moment the pusher has extended sufficiently to place the pusher plug 504 into the 

15 ring 502. Distal force is maintained on the bushing 524 by engagement of an 
enlarged diameter portion of the pusher beginning at 549 engaging the proximal end 
of the bushing 541 (FIG. 32).  

With continued distal movement of the pusher 534, the bushing and cage 
assembly slide distally relative to the outer sleeve 516 as is shown in FIGS. 34 and 

20 35. After the cage has been fully exposed from the outer sleeve, the fingers 520 
resiliently spring open radially to permit release of the assembled ring and plug as is 

shown in FIG. 36. Excess suture leads are severed as the bushing crushes the 
sutures against sharpened edge 531 of sleeve opening 530 during the distal 
advancement of the bushing and cage 518. When the plunger 556 at the control 

25 handle 550 is released, return spring 578 causes the plunger to move proximally, 
which withdraws the pusher proximally until the first large diameter segment engages 

the proximal end of the bushing 524 pulling the bushing and cage back into the sleeve 

516 under continued proximal movement of the pusher 534.  

30 Operation 
The operation of single intubation suturing system described above will now be 

explained with reference to schematic illustrations shown in FIGS. 39-54 in 

conjunction with drawings presented in FIGS. 55-63. In operation of the device, the 

suturing capsule 100 is first mounted to the distal end of an endoscope 10 as shown 
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in FIG. 39. With the needle 108 and the suture tag 114 positioned proximal to the 
suction chamber 106, the capsule endoscope assembly are advanced through a 
natural body lumen to the intended tissue location. This configuration is also shown in 
FIG. 55.  

5 After reaching the intended tissue location, vacuum is applied to draw a tissue 
portion 117 into the suction chamber 106 as is shown in FIGS. 41 and 56.  

After tissue 117 has been suctioned, the needle 108 and suture tag 114 may 
be advanced distally through the tissue so that the needle and tag exit and enter the 
suture tag catch 140 as is shown in FIGS. 42, 57 and 58. Next, the suture tag 114 is 

10 released and the suture tag catch 140 and the needle is withdrawn proximally leaving 
the suture 18 placed through the tissue portion as is shown in FIGS. 43 and 59.  

As shown in FIGS. 45, 60 and 61, the vacuum is discontinued and the tissue is 
released from the suction chamber 106 with the suture 18 passing through the tissue.  
After the tissue is released, either another tissue portion at a different location may be 

15 suctioned to be penetrated by the open needle and sutured during the proximal 
withdrawal stroke of the suture tag 114 through the tissue or, before applying suction 
to capture another tissue portion, the needle may be advanced distally to pick up the 
suture tag 114 and withdraw it proximally so that the suture will be advanced in the 
distal direction through the second tissue portion that is captured. In the figures, the 

20 latter method is illustrated wherein the suture tag is first retrieved and brought back 
proximally prior to the next suture.  

In FIGS. 45 and 62, it is shown that after release of the first sutured tissue 
portion 117, the needle 108 is advanced distally to recapture the suture tag in the 
suture tag catch 140. After the tag is secured onto the needle by the suture tag lock 

25 120, the needle and tag assembly can be withdrawn proximally back into the needle 
track 110 at the proximal site of the suction chamber as is shown in FIGS. 46, 47 and 
63. After the needle is retracted proximally with the suture tag, a second tissue 
portion 119 may be aspirated into the suction chamber and the above process 
repeated to place another suture at a second tissue location using the same suture 18 

30 as is shown in FIGS. 48-50. After a desired number of tissue portions have been 
sutured with the suture material 18, the needle and control handle components related 
to the suturing device may be removed from the working channel of the endoscope 
and the suture lock delivery device 500 loaded with a ring 502 and plug 504 lock 
device may be inserted through the working channel of the endoscope so that the 
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distal operating end 510 of the device extends into the suction chamber 106 of the 

capsule 100. As shown in FIGS. 52 and 53, a ring and plug 502 and plug 504 may be 

applied to the ends of the suture 18 to secure the suture to hold the tissue portions 

117 and 119 together tightly. After the suture lock is applied, the suture lock delivery 

5 device 500 may be removed from the working channel of the endoscope as shown in 

FIG. 54 and the endoscope removed from the patient.  
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Throughout this specification and claims which follow, unless the context requires 

otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will be 

5 understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps but 

not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.  

The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived 

from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an 

acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or 

10 information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general knowledge in 

the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. An endoscopic tissue suturing device comprising: 

a suturing capsule having a tissue suction chamber, needle track and a suture tag 

5 catch, wherein the suture tag catch is positioned distal to the tissue suction chamber, 

a needle slidable in the needle track and along a pathway that passes through the 

tissue suction chamber, the needle comprising a sharpened distal tip to penetrate tissue 

and a suture tag lock on an exterior surface of the needle, and 

a suture tag capturable on the exterior surface of the needle by the suture tag lock 

10 and that is releasable from the needle into the suture tag catch when the suture tag lock is 

released.  

2. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 1, wherein the suture tag 

lock changes its position relative to the exterior surface of the needle to create a locking 

15 surface that engages the suture tag to prevent distal sliding movement of the tag relative 

to the needle.  

3. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 2, wherein the exterior 

surface of the needle is shaped to engage the suture tag lock when the lock is moved 

20 longitudinally relative to the needle to form the locking surface.  

4. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 3, wherein the suture 

lock comprises at least two locking splines that are spread open as they slide over an 

enlarged surface of the needle to create the locking surface that holds the suture tag from 

25 longitudinal movement.  

5. An endoscopic tissue suture device as defined in any one of claims I to 4, wherein 

the suture tag catch comprises two resilient arms bound together at one end of their ends 

in a Y-configuration each with a prong-shaped free end having an inwardly projecting 

30 edge configured to engage a surface of the suture tag.  

6. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 5, wherein the suture 

capsule further comprises a cavity which is configured to closely fit around the surface of
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the suture tag while permitting movement of the resilient arms of the suture tag catch.  

7. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in any one of claims 1 to 6, 

wherein the suture tag is annular and slides over an exterior surface of the needle.  

5 

8. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 7 wherein the suture tag 

has proximal and distal ends and is tapered at least at its distal end to present a low profile 

as the needle is advanced distally through tissue.  

10 9. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in any one of claims 1 to 8, 

wherein the needle is solid and has a spear-shaped distal end with straight tapered barrel 

surfaces extending from the proximal and distal directions meeting at a central increased 

diameter section to define an enlarged shape.  

15 10. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in any one of claims I to 9, 

further comprising a control handle releasably securable to a proximal end of an 

endoscope and having at least one longitudinal control member joined to a shaft 

extending through a working channel of an endoscope to control the longitudinal 

movement of the needle.  

20 

11. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 10, wherein the handle 

further comprises a control mechanism for actuating the suture tag lock during a portion 

of a stroke of the longitudinal control member that operates the needle.  

25 12. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 11, wherein the 

longitudinal control member of the handle includes an around-the-world pawl and track 

mechanism oriented to cause movement of a suture tag lock control shaft during only a 

portion of the longitudinal stroke of the control mechanism that operates the needle.  

30 13. An endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in any one of claims 10 to 12, 

wherein the control handle further includes a vacuum control switch including an 

interlock feature that prevents longitudinal movement of the handle control members until 

a pre-established vacuum pressure to the suction chamber of the capsule is achieved.
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14. A single intubation multiple stitch endoscopic suturing system comprising: 
a suturing capsule releasably securable to a distal end of an endoscope and 

having a needle slidable in a needle track; 
5 a suction chamber for receiving tissue; 

a suture tag joined to a suture and slidable over the needle; 
a selectively releasable suture tag lock on the needle; 
a suture tag catch distal to the suction chamber and configured to frictionally 

engage the suture tag; 
10 a suturing capsule control handle releasably securable to a proximal end of an 

endoscope and comprising at least one longitudinal control member attached to one 
end of a control shaft having at its other end a connection to the needle so that 
longitudinal movement of the control member results in corresponding movement of 
the needle; 

15 a suture lock comprising a plug frictionally engageable within a ring to capture a 
suture therebetween; 

a suture lock delivery device comprising a shaft having distal and proximal 
ends and having a sufficiently small diameter to be slidably receivable through a 
working channel of an endoscope and sufficient length to extend at least the length of 

20 the endoscope; 
a suture lock carrier at its distal end comprising a cage defined by a plurality of 

arms longitudinally arranged and hinged at their proximal ends; 
a suture cutter slidable on the cage; 
a suture lock delivery device control handle comprising a longitudinal slide for 

25 actuating a pusher extending through the shaft to push the plug into the ring and 
advance the cage distally relative to the sleeve to open the fingers and release the 
assembled ring and plug.  

15. A method of suturing a plurality of tissue folds, comprising: 
30 providing: 

a suturing capsule having a tissue suction chamber, needle track and a 
suture tag catch, where the suture tag catch is positioned distal to the tissue suction 
chamber; 
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a needle slidable in the needle track and along a pathway that passes 

through the tissue suction chamber, the needle comprising a sharpened distal tip to 

penetrate tissue and a suture tag lock on an exterior surface of the needle, 

a suture tag releasably secured to and about the needle by the suture tag 

5 lock and that is releasable from the needle into the suture tag catch when the 

suture tag lock is released; and 

a suture attached to the suture tag; 

suctioning a tissue fold into the tissue suction chamber; 

advancing the needle, suture tag and suture into and through the tissue fold; 

10 capturing the suture tag in the suture tag catch; 

releasing the suture tag from the needle; 

retracting the needle through and out of the tissue fold; 

releasing the tissue fold from the tissue suction chamber; 

advancing the needle to the suture tag catch and into the suture tag; 

15 capturing the suture tag on the needle; 

releasing the suture tag from the suture tag catch; 

retracting the needle and attached suture tag to a position proximal to the tissue 

suction chamber; 

advancing the suturing capsule to another area of tissue; 

20 suctioning a tissue fold into the tissue suction chamber; 

advancing the needle, suture tag and suture into and through the tissue fold; 

capturing the suture tag in the suture tag catch; 

releasing the suture tag from the needle; 

retracting the needle through and out of the tissue fold; 

25 releasing the tissue fold from the tissue suction chamber; and 

securing the ends of the suture with a suture clip; 

thereby suturing the tissue folds.  

16. An endoscopic tissue fastening device comprising: 

30 a capsule that is transorally insertable into a patient, the capsule having a tissue 

suction chamber to capture tissue when a vacuum is applied to the tissue suction chamber; 

a needle that is slidable along a pathway that passes through the tissue suction
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chamber, the needle including a non-detachable sharpened distal tip to penetrate tissue 

captured within the tissue suction chamber when the needle is extended in a distal 

direction along the pathway; and 

a tissue fastener that is supported on the exterior surface of the needle with the 

5 distal tip extending beyond the tissue fastener in the distal direction so that the distal tip is 

exposed to penetrate the tissue, the tissue fastener to be carried across the tissue suction 

chamber as the needle is extended in the distal direction along the pathway through the 

tissue suction chamber, the tissue fastener being removable from the exterior surface of 

the needle so that the tissue fastener remains in place through the tissue when the needle 

10 is retracted in a proximal direction along the pathway.  

17. The endoscopic tissue fastening device as defined in claim 16, wherein the tissue 

fastener is slidable relative to needle.  

15 18. The endoscopic tissue fastening device as defined in claim 17, wherein the tissue 

fastener is slidable over the distal tip.  

19. The endoscopic tissue fastening device as defined in claim 17 or claim 18, 

wherein the tissue fastener includes an annular member that is slidable over the exterior 

20 surface of the needle.  

20. The endoscopic tissue suturing device as defined in claim 19, further comprising a 

tissue fastener stripper that cooperates with the annular member to strip the tissue fastener 

from the needle, 

25 

21. The endoscopic tissue fastening device as defined in claim 20, wherein the annular 

member has proximal and distal ends, the tissue fastener stripper being engageable with 

the proximal end of the annular member.  

30 22. The endoscopic tissue fastening device as defined in any one of claims 19 to 21, 

wherein the annular member is tapered at least at the distal end thereof.
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23. The endoscopic tissue fastening or suturing device as defined in any one of claims 

I to 8, 10 to 13 and 16 to 22, wherein the needle is solid.  

24. The endoscopic tissue fastening or suturing device as defined in any one of claims 

5 1 to 9 and 16 to 23, further comprising a control handle having at least one longitudinal 

control member coupled to the needle to control movement of the needle.
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